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Abstract

This article argues that despite the rise in the numbers of global law firms in recent years, the future of these firms should not be assumed given escalating levels of economic (and legal) uncertainty. These uncertainties are the result, in part, of growing global and regional conflicts, terrorism, environmental degradation, pandemics, forced migrations, trade embargoes and so on which are in turn linked to global inequalities and disparities of wealth between and within the global south and global north. It is argued that global law firms, as the "lubricators of global capitalism", should pay attention to the localized real-world impacts of finance, development and trade that their legal work enables. This is important not only to ensure the future security and revenues of global law firms, but more importantly to ensure democratic aspirations and the stability of democratic institutions around the world.
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1. Introduction

Despite many years of economic recession, global law firms have risen in numbers and have profited enormously with emerging economies, expanding markets, booming extraction industries and highly lucrative digital technologies. Leading law schools compete to have their graduates find employment in these firms which are considered a significant measure of the institution’s success and prestige. Global law firms represent the pinnacle of legal practice for many in the corporate world, offering a tantalizing arena of sky-high salaries, international travel, and a Fortune Global 500 clientele.

Notwithstanding global law firms’ enormous financial success to date, the question posed in this article is whether these firms can sustain their profits in the long run given the escalating complexities and tensions of our current world order and specifically the escalating vulnerabilities of global capitalism. This may seem a strange question given that the leading global law firms are making billions in annual revenues. However, measuring success only in terms of profit overlooks escalating inequalities amongst ordinary people living in the places in which many trade and finance investments are implemented. And it is these very inequalities that are helping to make global corporate transactions more risky, profits less certain, and bring the future of elite law firms that service “big business” into question. One only has to think of the fluctuating price of oil in early 2015—due to a range of regional and global conflicts that include trade sanctions against Russia, ongoing regional wars in the Ukraine and Syria, and the terrorist activities of ISIS—to appreciate the vulnerabilities of global capitalism. Climate change, escalating global environmental degradation, food insecurity, pandemics, forced migrations of people and the rise of global inequalities are all factors contributing to profound levels of economic (and legal) uncertainty.

Against a backdrop of unpredictable real-world contexts, thinking about the future of the global law firm and its role in a global political economy raises a number of issues explored in this article. First, will the claim of global law firms—that they service the needs of global markets operating in a de-territorialized stratosphere above the melee of local political and cultural tensions—be so easy to sustain in the coming decades? Second, and related to the first, given increasing levels of insecurity across nations, regions and continents how long will global law firms be able to maintain their huge margins of profit? More profoundly, as the “lubricators of global capitalism” (Faulconbridge et al., 2008: p. 455), are global law firms inadvertently involved in economic processes that promote social inequality and ultimately undermine the principles of democracy as well as the enduring legitimacy and authority of national and global legal institutions? If this is the case, then how may our thinking about the value of global law firms change in light of these unforeseen consequences and negative impacts? In short, what may the future hold for global law firms in the coming decades of the 21st century?

2. The Rise of the Global Law Firm

The rise of the global law firm in the 1990s happened very quickly, as noted by Tony Angel, former managing partner at Linklaters, one of the world’s mega law firms (Angel, 2007: p. 198). In this period conventional law firms were forced to adapt to keep pace with new technologies, deregulation of tariff barriers, and “rapidly integrating world markets” that transformed industrial production through the “transfer of manufacturing to new and rapidly developing low cost centers” (Angel, 2007: p. 199). While not spelled out in this rather sanitized historical account, what happened was that western manufacturing took advantage of a deregulated free-market economy and moved industrial plants to the third world to exploit pools of cheap labor and raw materials. To keep their competitive advantage, law firms had to adapt their business model to provide legal services for transnational corporations in this changing global economy. Law firm strategies included opening up foreign offices as well as merging with overseas firms in an effort to harmonize laws across national jurisdictions and “offer seamless legal service throughout their multi-office base” (Le Goff, 2007: p. 138).

What constitutes a global law firm is not entirely clear. As noted by William Twining, a global law firm “can mean one that offers services relating to all systems of law generally, or only in respect of some particularly transnational (typically commercial or financial) fields. In this context, “global” may refer to the client base, location of offices, types of specialized services offered, or just the larger law firms in the world (however they are geographically distributed) in terms of numbers of lawyers or numbers of countries in which they have law offices” (Twining, 2009: p. 23). However, as Twining continues, the primary criteria for eligibility as one of the world’s largest law firms is typically how much annual revenue a firm makes. Despite an economic recession, in 2012 the gross revenue for the world’s top 100 law firms grew by 3.8 percent to a record high of $85 billion. Moreover, these global law firms are almost exclusively situated in the global north. In 2013, 77 of the world’s top-grossing firms were American and 13 were British. The year’s list also included five Australian firms and one firm each from Canada, China, France, Spain, and the Netherlands (Zaretsky, 2013).

The numbers of global law firms have risen dramatically since the 1980s (Sokol, 2007; Faulconbridge et al., 2008). These law firms have played a major role in creating a global finance and business sector capable of facilitating transnational corporatism across nations, regions and continents. Global law firms are “called on to participate in complex transactions helping businesses tap into sources of finance for investment” (Flood, 2007: p. 35).
And to this end, global law firms provide a number of services that are designed to facilitate international transactions eager to capitalize on “low labor costs and cheap raw materials” (Flood, 2007: p. 35). Depending upon one’s needs, global law firms can provide legal expertise on a range of areas but are most commonly associated with foreign investment, international banking, tax planning and commercial trade. Global law firms enable Chinese lawyers to connect to English, French and Saudi Arabian lawyers in navigating an elite world of global finance and commercial ventures. They are, in short, viewed as an essential component in facilitating communication across legal systems and legal cultures, providing commercial legal consultants who engage with like-minded business partners around the world. Global law firms have become essential “lubricators of global capitalism” (Faulconbridge et al., 2008: p. 455).

Global law firms affirm a dominant neoliberal economic thinking that presupposes a unified value system (i.e. free-market capitalism) that is common to all legal players. Global law firms promote the narrative that law is applicable across a range of corporate boardrooms and commercial headquarters. Global law practitioners, through the contracts that they draft and the legal negotiations that they shepherd, function at an abstract level seemingly distant from the places and people that their negotiations impact. So while numerous countries such as Brazil and China bar foreign lawyers from advising on local law, this is not seen as a significant impediment to business given that lawyers can still practice US and international law which govern the majority of global finance and corporate transactions. Moreover, many global law firms have merged with national firms in these economically lucrative jurisdictions whose locally licensed practitioners can provide domestic services if needed (Silver, 2007). In overcoming the constraints and accountability of national legal cultures, global law firms present a top-down, market-framed, harmonized legal worldview that seeks to ignore the complex contexts in which commercial ventures must operate and—figuratively and literally—come to ground.

In addition to masking their local impacts, international corporate law firms “ sanctify the relationships that global actors form when they engage in business” (Flood, 2007: p. 38). Global law firms provide a veneer of respectability as well as providing predictability, risk management, and legal consensus for the purposes of pursuing profit. The profile of respectability is not always deserved given that global law firms are well positioned to take advantage of largely unregulated transnational market operations that enjoy immunity from public accountability and continue to lack internal regulatory controls (see Howson, 2009; Harris, 2013). Lack of accountability enables deals to be struck that serve the economic self-interests of company stakeholders and investors while downplaying the possible negative local impacts and social, cultural and political consequences that may result from finance transactions and development projects. As Royston Greenwood has noted, structural changes within law firms in the 21st century are redefining legal practice as a “business”, in turn influencing professional behavior and ethics toward chasing commercial profit and away from earlier concepts of partnership and “stewardship” (Greenwood, 2007).

There are numerous examples of huge global law firms servicing the rising numbers of transnational corporations and international economic agencies. DLA Piper, for instance, is one of the most well-known Anglo-American firms to form in 2005 and has approximately 4,000 lawyers situated in offices in the Americas, Middle East, Europe and the Middle East. Baker & McKenzie is another firm that has long been a leader in providing global legal services, and is regularly ranked the top global law firm in terms of revenue, lawyer count and global reach. Baker & McKenzie employs 11,500 staff including over 4000 lawyers in 47 countries around the world. A relatively recent firm to join these elite rankings is the highly successful global law firm King & Wood Mallesons. On 1st November, 2013, King & Wood Mallesons combined with SJ Berwin to establish what is claimed as the first global law firm headquartered in Asia. “We are creating the global law firm for the future”, declared Co-Deputy Chairman Stephen Minns. The King & Wood Mallesons network now joins the top 25 largest global law firms in the world with over a $1 billion in annual revenue. Combining the expertise of 2,700 lawyers in 30 locations across the world, the new mega-firm seeks to serve its clients across Asia, Europe, Australia and the Middle East. As graphically visualized in its global advertising campaign in which a Chinese legal textbook is stacked on top of a French civil code legal textbook, the firm claims it bridges national legal

2Interestingly, the firm of King & Wood is a large Chinese law firm whose name refers to two Chinese characters that sound like King and Wood when spoken and specifically chosen to appeal to Euro/American clients (see Terry, 2008: p. 540).
jurisdictions to create a new global legal platform necessary for effective commercial enterprise. That the image of neatly stacked legal systems does not correlate to today’s complex global system of legal hybridization and pluralism, or the interplay between formal/informal law in transnational commercial transactions, is glossed over in the firm’s marketing campaign.

While each global law firm may reflect different managerial strategies and profiles, they are all similar in that they are constantly adapting to meet the demands of global/transnational corporatism and emerging markets. Not surprisingly, servicing Asia, and in particular India and China, has become a central concern for global law firms who claim to provide a standardized platform for the harmonization of legal transactions across very different cultural and political contexts.

3. Law across a Global/Local Continuum—Connecting the Dots

Despite the marketing by global law firms, the realities of how law functions in our complex interconnected world belies the claim that global legal practitioners operate in a rarified corporate realm far from the lived experiences of ordinary people. As sociolegal scholars and practitioners are increasingly acknowledging, law functions across a global/local continuum that crosses jurisdictions and a variety of emerging legal spaces (Tamanaha et al., 2012). According to Saskia Sassen, we are currently witnessing new assemblages of territory, authority, rights and power and the creation of “diverse jurisdictional geographies” that unsettle national/international conventions (Sassen, 2008; Darian-Smith, 2013). This means that international law and global finance do not operate at some higher de-territorialized level, but have various impacts at regional, national, and local levels and are in turn informed by localized responses to international norms. In short, the local is connected to the global and vice versa. Acknowledging these interconnections profoundly undermines any narrative that posits the international and global as operating “beyond” the nation-state (Darian-Smith, 2014).

Law’s operating in real-world contexts across a global/local continuum is apparent all around us. For instance, on 30 July 2014, the headlines of the New York Times presented two stories side-by-side. One article detailed the increasingly tough economic sanctions being imposed by the European Union and the United States on Russia in an attempt to quell conflict in Ukraine. The other article detailed the soaring profits made by Mr. Cohen, a hedge fund operator who despite being charged with insider trading and paying a penalty of $1.2 billion continues to make many more billions in annual profit. These two stories seem incongruous in their juxtaposition. The first involves numerous countries, regional trade agreements, proxy conflict and echoes of Cold War bilateralism. The second story inadvertently praises the greed and unethical behavior of a single American who continues to manipulate a broken financial regulatory system that has remained virtually unchanged since the global economic recession of 2008. Perhaps not surprisingly, both stories involve the consultation of global law firms experienced in global trade and finance.

Most people reading the news, and probably most legal practitioners, would see these two stories as largely unrelated. However as David Held has noted, global conflict and global finance do not operate in two parallel universes. Countries engaged in regional conflict and solo entrepreneurs gambling in global finance are different facets of an integrated global system. Both news stories inform what Held calls a world of “overlapping communities of fate” (Held, 2002: p. 57). Hence it can be argued that the two stories represent different facets of the global political economy. As Naomi Klein and others have argued, capitalism is opportunistic in taking advantage of conflict and disasters, selling guns to guerillas, nurturing deals with authoritarian governments, and making enormous profits in private security operations. But local conflicts and disasters also provide cover for a range of activities not so obviously related to war such as establishing new mining and development projects, building dams and pipelines, redirecting water resources, imposing genetically modified seeds on farmers, dumping toxins and so on (Klein, 2008, 2014).

Given the interconnections between conflicts, disasters and finances, it is shortsighted (if not disingenuous) for global legal practitioners to claim that they operate independently from local contexts and that their legal work does not have potentially negative consequences. As discussed above, the perspective of most global law firms is to disavow the messy realities of transnational legal practices that necessarily involve social, cultural, political and environmental dimensions. But while this disavowal may have held in the past, we are approaching, I would suggest, a tipping point in terms of being able to sustain this narrative beyond corporate boardrooms and elite golf courses. Today’s realities of rising poverty and social inequality—in both the global south and global

---

1 See Merry, 2008; Michaels, 2009; Berman, 2012; Zumbansen, 2012, 2013; Twining, 2009; Tamanaha et al., 2012; Griffiths, 2013.
north—are fermenting a new moment of global discontent. And this discontent does impact global law firms’ sustainable business strategies. To put this differently, global law firms are undercutting their own long-term financial objectives by failing to adequately engage with the realities of a global economy that is deeply integrated in complex power realignments and growing resistance to the “new normal” ideology of neo-liberal globalization (Arthurs, 2009: p. 633). For global law firms to continue to claim that they are somehow immune from and operate independently of local politics and social conflicts is simply duplicitous.

Similarly duplicitous is the claim that global law firms are intrinsically ethical and respectable legal actors (Etherington & Lee, 2007). As facilitators of global capital and financial investments, global legal practitioners are often involved in negotiations that reduce a company’s social obligations and ensure limited liability in the event of adverse impacts (see Lothian, 2014). We should never forget, for instance, the toxic contamination of the Amazonian rainforest by Chevron’s crude oil drilling and the company’s failure to pay the $18 billion judgment against it by an Ecuadorian court6. According to Amazon Watch:

Due to Chevron’s toxic contamination of their soil, rivers and streams, and groundwater, local indigenous and campesino communities continue to suffer an epidemic of cancer, birth defects, miscarriages, and other ailments. Chevron has never carried out a meaningful cleanup of the mess it is responsible for, and its infrastructure continues to poison the communities of the Ecuadorian Amazon. Today, more than 30,000 Ecuadorians are fighting for justice with an international campaign and a landmark class action lawsuit in Ecuadorian courts. Despite Chevron’s repeated efforts to sabotage the trial, the local people remain determined to hold Chevron accountable, demanding clean-up costs and compensation for the devastation the company caused (Amazon Watch, 2014).

Global law firms present an ethical contradiction in that they operate as “lubricators of global capitalism” while concurrently facilitating, particularly in the context of mining and energy extraction industries, unimaginable and unaccountable damage to peoples and environments (Nixon, 2011). Polluting the world’s natural resources such as the Amazonian rainforest is one such consequence that everyone, including global law practitioners and their children, will have to come to terms with at some point in the future (see Klein, 2014). In a related way, human rights violations are increasingly connected to the investment lending activities of multilateral development banks (MDBs) including the World Bank and Asian Development Bank. These lending institutions are harshly criticized for their connection to human rights violations around the world (Darrow, 2006; Ghazi, 2006). The horrors of the Bangladesh Rana Plaza factory collapse in 2013 resulting in the deaths of 1,129 garment workers is emblematic of multinational corporations’ legal violations of local building permits and fire codes, and the work of global legal practitioners to ensure that these very companies are not fined or suffer great financial loss. Again, while it can be argued that global law firms are not directly responsible for human rights violations it is hard to deny that many of their activities underwrite the contexts in which violations occur, as well as the legal immunities that prevent redress and compensation to the local communities harmed.

Related to issues of massive environmental degradation and human rights violations is the rise of global inequality. Global law practitioners typically fail to appreciate that their role in facilitating a global political economy is also creating a world of increasing socioeconomic disparities between the very rich and the billions of poor. These inequalities are most evident in developing countries in the global south but they are also increasingly evident within the industrialized nations of the global north, the places where many corporate lawyers live (Piketty & Zucman, 2013)7. And these inequalities have potentially huge ramifications in terms of fueling new forms of conflict, terrorism and violence both at home and overseas. So while the Occupy Movement of 2011 could not sustain itself for a variety of reasons (Gelder et al., 2011; Castells, 2012), criticisms of the prevailing global economic system reflected in this worldwide social movement have not abated or gone away. Ordinary people, the 99% of the world’s population, continue to exist under declining socioeconomic conditions despite the supposed upward economic swing as measured in terms of multinational corporate profits and flourishing global law firms.

6While drilling for oil in Ecuador’s Amazon rainforest region, Texaco—which merged with Chevron in 2001—operated without concern for the environment or local residents. The company deliberately dumped billions of gallons of toxic wastewater into rivers and streams, spilled millions of gallons of crude oil, and abandoned hazardous waste in hundreds of unlined open-air pits littered throughout the region. The result is widespread devastation of the rainforest ecosystem and local indigenous communities, and one of the worst environmental disasters in history7 (Amazon Watch, 2014).

7As President Obama has argued in light of the decline of middle-class in the United States, inequality is “the defining challenge of our time”. http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/12/04/remarks-president-economic-mobility
In the United States, issues of inequality and social justice have found new momentum within mainstream political conversations and are anticipated to feature in the lead up to the 2016 presidential elections. Against escalating calls for social justice, the number of the world’s super-rich (individuals worth $50 million or more) is growing rapidly and nowhere more so than in the United States which since mid-2013 has grown by 1.6 million. This gross disparity between the mega-rich and the very poor is creating new anxieties and concerns amongst analysts and tellingly also amongst the economic elite (Standing, 2011; Piketty, 2014). In the words of American Nick Hanauer, a self-proclaimed “proud and unapologetic capitalist”, “I have a message for my fellow filthy rich, for all of us who live in our gated bubble worlds: Wake up people. It won’t last. If we don’t do something to fix the glaring inequities in this economy, the pitchforks are going to come for us” (Hanauer, 2014).

One consequence of growing social inequality is that many people are increasingly feeling distrustful of lawyers and legal systems that allow “big business” to flourish while ordinary people fall further and further down the socioeconomic scale and become increasingly desperate (Darian-Smith, 2013: pp. 378-383). In the United States, where lawyers are typically well-respected members of society, there has been a marked shift in public attitudes toward lawyers with the fallout of the economic recession. A 2013 Pew Research Center survey asked people what they thought about certain professions. It ranked lawyers behind 9 other professions (including business executives and artists) with 34% of the respondents saying that lawyers contributed not very much or nothing at all to society (Pew Survey, 2013). We are facing, as a range of commentators are increasingly noting, a legitimacy crisis in law and legal institutions (Reese, 2013; Tamanaha, 2012). Widespread public distrust of lawyers and the legal institutions that they represent is growing, not decreasing.

In the United States, the long-term impact of the subprime mortgage crisis coupled with a gridlocked Congress unable to function without the approval of big business lobbyists are together creating a very low opinion of the legal profession. It is now readily apparent that law can be massaged and manipulated to justify torture, deny workers a living wage, gather unlimited data on one’s personal life, and protect oil companies whose irresponsible practices cause billions of dollars of damages from liability beyond a nominal capping. Outside the United States, there is similar disillusionment in law which is widely viewed as an instrumental mechanism of power and a technical apparatus that serves special group interests. In short, there is a looming crisis in the legitimacy of western legality as the checks and balances envisioned by a system of representative governance are proving to be clearly inadequate (Falk et al., 2012; Boghosian, 2013). What we are now facing, argues Brian Tamanaha, is “the rule of some groups over others by and through the law, more so than a community united under a rule of law that furthers the common good” (Tamanaha, 2006: p. 225).

My point is that ignoring the “democratic deficit” and ordinary people’s everyday concerns is to ignore the potentiality of the whole international financial system crumbling under conditions of chaos and fear (Porter, 2001). One only has to think of Greece whose desperate populations voted in a leftist leader Alexis Tsipras on January 25, 2015. Tsipras openly denounced the International Monetary Fund and the European Union as he told thousands of cheering supporters, “Greece leaves behinds catastrophic austerity, it leaves behind fear and authoritarism, it leaves behind five years of humiliation and anguish.” The degree to which the Tsipras-led government will be able to improve the plight of Greek citizens is not clear, but what is evident is the challenge it presents to the stability of the Euro Zone and global markets more generally. This unsettling of the Euro and world markets by pro-democracy movements was underscored by mass rallies erupting in London and throughout Europe on Sunday 15 February 2015 declaring support for the people of Greece. According to activists, “No one has the right to bypass the democratic decisions of a nation. European people are fighting to gether against deadly austerity and the further restriction of democracy. It is time to rise up and support the struggle for a Eu- rope of solidarity and democracy” (see Butler, 2011; Knight, 2013).

4. Concluding Comments

The narrative promoted by global law firms that their international legal transactions operate in a de-territorialized strata-sphere independent from the cultural and political realities of the places in which business is implemented is both misleading and inaccurate. Against this dominant narrative, I suggest that greater attention needs to be paid to a bottom-up understanding of global financial practices and the legal infrastructure that supports
them as a counter-weight to the prevailing understanding of de-territorialized global corporatism. This is necessary because local contexts in which ordinary people live do matter. As sociolegal scholars are becoming increasingly aware, laws operate across a local/global continuum and to ignore the social, cultural and political dimensions that contextualize all legal transactions across a multi-scale continuum is shortsighted and may carry significant consequences (Darian-Smith, 2014; Zumbansen, 2012; Garcia, 2013).

Global law firms should be more explicitly attentive to real-world contexts for a number of reasons. The first reason is that local political cultures shape the ways global law firms operate and adapt their practices over time, and they do this by pushing back against global capitalism or at least modifying the terms of engagement. Instances of this pushback can be found in Greece’s populist political movement, the World Social Forum, global occupy movements, indigenous resistance to Keystone XL Pipeline and so on. The second reason that global law firms should be attentive to real-world contexts is that elite commercial lawyers know better than most what Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel Prize-winner in Economics, has repeatedly argued, that “widening and deepening inequality is not driven by immutable economic laws, but by laws we have written ourselves” (Stiglitz, 2012). The tragedy is that laws that have aggressively transferred wealth from the bottom and middle to the top will ultimately undermine the legitimacy of the very legal frameworks needed for an efficient global economy to work (Stiglitz, 2012). In this context, it could be argued that global law firms in their functioning as the “lubricators of global capitalism” are actively—even if not consciously—participating in their own eventual demise.

The third reason that global law firms should be attentive to real-world contexts, and arguably the most important reason of all, is that global law firms are participating in a global economic system that promotes social inequalities and so ultimately discredits the authority of law and legal institutions around the world (see Engels & Engels, 2010). In serving the interests of “big business” and economic elite, global law firms are participating in the destabilization of both the global north and global south which is linked to massive environmental degradation, pollution, regional conflict and insecurity, and mass dislocations of people. Of course this litany of problems is not entirely the fault of global law firms, but it is hard to deny that their practitioners have enabled and empowered legal negotiations between a diverse range of investment financiers and multinational corporations involved in a wide variety of development, labor and extractive industries across national borders, regions and continents. And these industries have often exacerbated—if not caused—regional conflicts, civil wars, authoritarian regimes and so on (see Ferguson, 2006). Global law firms, as discussed above, are strategically positioned to take advantage of largely unregulated transnational market operations that enjoy immunity from public accountability and continue to lack internal regulatory controls (Howson, 2009; Harris, 2013). By facilitating in the de-legitimation of legal frameworks and regulatory processes, global law firms are helping to undermine national and global legal systems necessary to ensure the authority of legal practices and future stability of democratic institutions.

The world is moving at a fast pace, often in directions unforeseen and unplanned. Amongst deans and professors in law schools around the world, the case is being increasingly made that legal education should be reformed in order to better prepare future legal practitioners deal with the complex interrelated legal challenges of the 21st century (see Sturm, 2013; Flood, 2011; Arthurs, 2009, 2013; Empson, 2007). Some progressive law schools have actively supported new legal approaches that speak to law’s role in both producing and mitigating global inequalities such as The Centre for Responsibilities, Rights and the Law at Sussex University, England. Other law schools, such as Jindal Global Law School (Haryana, India), McGill Faculty of Law (Montreal, Canada), and Kings College (London, UK) promote comparative law and legal pluralist approaches in order to better understand “urgent transnational legal problems of poverty, climate change, financial governance and post-conflict justice”.

One of the most significant legal challenges of the 21st century, but one largely overlooked by law school educators, is the prevailing narrative that transnational corporate law operates in a de-territorialized global sphere far from the local contexts in which commercial and industrial operations come to ground and impact the lives of ordinary people. This narrative conveniently veils the ethical and material implications of global capitalism, and provides cover for global legal practitioners to not think about the long-term impacts of their work. Yet this blinkered perspective contributes indirectly to furthering social inequalities across the world and geo-
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98As argued by development economists, “Members of the middle class are more likely to play the positive political role in the provision of accountable government, e.g. in supporting the rule of law, property rights, and taxes to finance public goods such as education” (Birdsall, 2010: p. 10).

10http://www.kcl.ac.uk/prospectus/graduate/transnational-law
pardizes the legitimacy of all legal institutions at whatever geopolitical scale. As argued in this article, the very future of our democratic aspirations and institutions may depend upon creating anew the middle classes and closing the gap between the rich and the poor. Global legal practitioners need to be educated that they too have a vested interest in this happening as much as the rest of the world’s increasingly impoverished millions of people in the global south and the global north.
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